
Rabbit Laser USA 

Notes on engraving multi-color laminated plastics (Rowmark), dark color over white 

 

1. Make sure to have the laser beam correctly focused onto the top surface of your material.  

2. Use a focusing lens with the smallest focal point (spot size).  

3. Don't engrave too fast. The laser needs time to charge and discharge to keep a crisp edge of the 

artwork / lettering. I prefer to use speeds of either 325 mm/sec (80watt laser machine) or 350 mm/sec 

(40 and 60 watt laser machines).  

4. Use the minimal amount of laser power to get through the top color layer. I prefer to use 15 percent 

power on a 60 watt laser system.  

5. Measure your focal point (spot size) to understand the best scan gap resolution. Engrave a rectangle 

at 0.5mm wide x4mm tall. Use speed of 325mm/sec, 18 percent power, 0.25 interval/scan gap. Use a 

60x magnifier lens to see/measure the spot size. This is intentionally a horrible overlap setting, but 

allows you to see the spot size and backlash. Once you know the spot size, use an interval/scan gap 

setting that gets about 20 to 40 percent overlap. (Engraving images on marble should have nearly 

zero overlap).  

6. Sometimes it can be better to engrave the artwork in two passes. The first pass removes 99 percent of 

the color, the second pass removes the tainted white. Don't clean between passes. Don't move the 

material between passes.  

7. It is tempting to use a chemical to clean out the fume / dust. Don't use anything that will dissolve the 

colored dust into the white letter. I prefer to let the plastic dry/harden and then use cool water to wash 

the dust off. A clear/colorless soap would be ok, but be sure to rinse it off or else the soap will attract 

dirt.  

8. Use a (clean) super soft toothbrush to clean out the edges and corners. Make sure to wait for the 

plastic to dry / harden before trying to clean out the edges. 

9. Don't use blue Windex to wash fume debris out of the letters. Blue Windex will stain the white 

plastic, leaving a blue tint.  

10. Adjust the air flow to not push the fumes back into the laser kerf. A laser cutting process uses the air 

flow to push the debris down through the kerf and allow the laser beam to cut deeper through the 

plastic. High air flow will blast the plastic fume back down into the white letter and taint that white to 

pink, grey, ...  

11. Redirect the air flow direction. The air flow should point in the direction that the Y-axis is moving. If 

the art/letters are engraved from bottom to top, then the air should be pointing toward the top. This 

prevents the fumes from being blow into the letter/art kerf.  

12. Masking tape..? Not for me. I know that the fumes can blow back onto the material surface and bond 

to the original plastic. I prefer to use a "Pledge" type product. This will put a super thin layer of 

"wax" on the plastic and prevent the fumes from bonding with the plastic surface. The fume dust can 

be easily washed off, but make sure to give the dust / fumes time to dry. You would otherwise be 

wiping a tacky goo into the engraved slots. 

13. Improve the quality of the engraved letter by adjusting the backlash settings of the laser machine. The 

"Backlash" is the amount of spacial error caused by bearing slop, belt whip, control system delay, 

power supply charging latency...etc. The laser project will show this backlash error the most when 

bidirectional engraving. It is easy to see the non-alignment of rows as the laser engraves from the left 

and then from the right. The software can compensate for the backlash error by advancing one 

direction of engraving a specific distance. The error compensated engraving should have aligned 

rows, with results that are crisp. This allows the laser system to engrave small letters with high 

clarity.  

14. Understand that backlash settings are dependent on the speed of the engrave process. Your software 

may have speed ranges (LaserCut5.3) or a table of single engrave speeds (RDWorks).  

15. Make sure the Rowmark is intended for laser engraving and not for mechanical, rotary engraver 

devices. The laser capable material has an extremely thin top color layer and does not produce 

dangerous fumes when burned.  


